
1998

2.4. 1998 - a roof and have not reached (and so it would be desirable).

  

In the summer of 1998 began to reflect seriously on starting roof building. For this purpose
boards have been bought. Long time to brothers was necessary to be on duty on a power-saw
bench in expectation of our slow workers. After that the following stage: it was necessary to cut
off boards (width 20 sm) and to stack them in church. Then have started manufacturing of the
reinforced skeleton on a mark of 4.80 metres. For this purpose it was necessary to weld at first
from armature a skeleton and together with a timbering to fix on a mark of 4.80 metres. Further
have built woods on all internal perimeter. By this time there have arrived brothers from Ukraine.
At the given stage the concrete belt - very responsible element in a building design was
necessary. For qualitative performance of this work it was necessary to fill in before frosts and it
is obligatory for one day. There were here too difficulties: it was necessary to ensure functioning
simultaneously of the concrete pump and continuous getting a concrete. To organise work it
was possible not at once. The described organizational difficulties have laid down on shoulders
of Aram. Work have begun in the evening, hours about seven. A small drizzle, darkness, light of
projectors, Ukrainians and many brothers from our church - so this work was made. On favour
of God this responsible work has been executed successfully. Now it was necessary to continue
a laying. In cold hard conditions of approaching winter, brothers have executed a laying to a
mark of 7.50 metres. The red brick has ended. While solved this problem, have struck strong
frosts. On it works should be suspended.
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